

HIKING TRAIL THE SANCTUARIES
AROUND MUTZIG

Intermediate level
Start : Mutzig
13 km
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234 m

Train station
Circuit to discover chapels and a unique historical
heritage.
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STEPS
Start Mutzig Railway station
Facing the station, walk along rue de Hermolsheim for
500 m. On the right: the Notre-Dame de Lorette chapel
(closed)

Heiligheisel Chapel
Turn left, go over the level crossing, then turn right and
continue alongside the railway. Pass under the RN 420.
Go up the steps. On the left: Heilighiesel chapel. Follow
the yellow ring in the direction of Gresswiller.

Gresswiller
After the houses, turn right, go over the level crossing.
Rue des Fleurs, then on the left Rue des Rochers to reach
the Place de la Liberté. Follow the yellow ring in rue de
Gaulle, at the street corner, turn right into rue de
Dinsheim.

Dinsheim
Go under the RN 420 to head to Dinsheim via rue de la
Gare. Turn left, rue de Gaulle. Take rue de la Chapelle for
100 m, then the path on the right to head up to the
statue of the Virgin Mary.

Back to Mutzig
Follow the signs: Mutzig. When you get to the last step,
take the path down to a bench. On the left, follow the
yellow ring. Ignore the other cross-cutting paths. At the
end of the path, turn right onto rue du Camp for 100 m,
then turn left onto the path towards the houses. After
50 m, turn right and follow the country road towards
the RD 392.

Le Felsbourg
Trace back your steps, follow the yellow ring in the
direction of Felsbourg, Sentier des Roches. Up high, at
the crossroads, turn right onto the Sentier des Roches.
Go back down rue Leclerc, then turn left. At the end of
the street, turn right to reach rue de Tassigny.

Mutzig City center
Continue on the left, climb up rue de la Source for 200
m. Turn right, the path to Mutzig, rue de la Trinité, turn
right. At 100 m, turn left, walk around the church (1879)
then take rue des Remparts to reach the Porte du Bas
(14th century).

St Jacques Chapel
Continue straight ahead on Avenue de Gaulle, cross the
bridges and the Bruche river. After 100 m, turn left into
rue Saint Jacques to get to the chapel. Trace back your
steps 300 m. Turn left towards rue Haberland. At the
end of the street, turn right to reach the station.

